
MT-8011 HUAWEI punch down tool

Quick Detail:
1. Size:162*34*19mm
2. N.W. Weight:49g
3. Color:Blue
4. Material:ABS body + 65 Manganese steel
5. Service/operation life:
0.4mm wire: --------------- 200,000 connections
0.6mm wire: --------------- 150,000 connections
0.8mm wire: --------------- 100,000connections
6. Packing:White Box
7. OEM:Weclome
8. Certification:ISO9001:2008

Description:
Insertion tools can be used for wire installation into network and telecommunication equipment. Indicated type fo
r different module block MDF from kinds of communication companies,like Krone, Tyco, 3M, Pouyet, Quante, Alc
atel, Corning, Siemens, Ericsson, ZTE, HUAWEI, AMP and so on.Various products make the job more convenie
nt.
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Operation Instruction:

1.Place a wire/cable by hand in the relevant slot of terminal . 2.Hold the IDC JPX-DXD1 tool at a vertical
angle.The movable knife must face to the end of the conductor to be cut,make the conductor be pressed by the
slot of terminal tightly,maintain a close contact between the guilding piece and the plastic side of terminal ,keep
the fixing knife press the end of the contctor to be cut.
3.Insert the conductor further,straighten IDC tool and press conductor into the slot.This automatically terminates
the conductor and cuts it off depending on the position of the stop knob. 4.The conductor can be removed by
hook,push the slider backwards which is near the Hook marker,the hook will be pushed out till its auto-locked.
5.The conductor can be pressed by crotch,push the slider backwards which is near the crotch marker,the hook
will be pushed out till its auto-locked. 6.Terminate without cutting off,the stop knob should be in OFF
postion,Terminate and cut off,the stop knob should be in ON position. 7.The conductors are terminated
successfully,fixing bracket should return it original position,and send out Aa.Aa. IDC (Insulation Displacement
Connection) tool with wire-cutter;Used to insert wires into connect-slot of terminal blocks or remove wires from
terminal blocks;Redundant ends of wires can be cut automatically after wires are terminated;Hooks for removing
wires are equipped. The networking tools we can offer including sort of insertion tools, impact and punch down
tool (Ericsson punch down tool, Siemens punch down tool, Corning punch down tool and so on), crimping
tool(RJ45 crimping tools, coaxial cable crimping tool, picabond ratchet crimper), cable stripper and cutter, cable
tester and connector removal tool, and so on. In short, we offer the networking tools for cutting and stripping
coaxial cable, twist cable, and optical fiber. And professional compression crimping tool for different connectors,
insertion tools for different modules .To save cost for customers, we have desired some tools with multi-function.
So you can keep one tool instead of several different types. Meanwhile, for some coaxial cable crimping tool you
can change the head to fit the cable specification yourself. It will make you lose weight on tool set but to finish
your work perfectly.
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More pictures:
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